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Abstract— The effective design of Bluetooth wheel chair for 

disables person is to reduce the transferring time inside the 

home. There are salient features which are added with the 

design of chair to improve the performance of the existing 

design. The distance between the front and rear axle 

distance can be adjustable for threaded rod and fixed bolt. 

The vertical height also adjustable for with respect to our 

requirement. The adjustable threaded rods are rotated with 

respect to the battery operated servo motor. The battery is 

rechargeable and the sliding tray, number of boxes are used 

to protect the various things in tray and boxes such as 

laptops, books, water bottles and mobile phones. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s era lot of innovative machines and devices are 

coming. The innovations are to reduce the manpower and 

increasing the productivity in all fields. The main reason for 

new machines is to create the human comfortable zone. The 

transportations can be easily by using cycles, cars, bikes and 

air craft. But the normal people can go easily where ever 

they want. But the disabled persons are directly depends on 

others because self-transportation is not possible. The 

disabled persons can’t able to move from one place to 

another place by their own. It will create a impact that is 

very dangerous. The disabled person brain is capable to 

capture some things in all the kind of situations.   

II. OBJECTIVES: 

To prepare a design of wheel chair for a disabled persons. 

The applications of advanced components with minimum 

costs. To prepare a design for low cost wheel chair for a 

disables persons. To design additional parts of the chair and 

to create the stored boxes to store useful things. 

III. FEATURES: 

The best aspect of using this kind of Bluetooth technology is 

that it saves the wheelchair-user a lot of energy. Instead of 

having to move their hands back and forth between their 

joystick and phone, they can simply use their joystick to 

both drive and operate their phone. Given that many SMA 

individuals have limited arm and upper-body strength, 

installing Bluetooth technology into a wheelchair can make 

it much easier to multitask and respond to messages on the 

go. It is very easy to use because everyone having smart 

phones which is compatible with Bluetooth once the 

Bluetooth is connected the chair is easily move anywhere on 

the tip of the finger.  

IV. WORKING FUNCTION OF BLUETOOTH WHEEL CHAIR: 

There are four major component of Bluetooth wheel chair. 

Power supply is most very important in every robotics 

components. We have used a motorcycle lead acid battery. 

This battery is of 6 volts. Power of this battery is used for 

glowing tube light when the power supply is off. Otherwise, 

the power supply keeps on charging the battery. 

Here the HC serial Bluetooth product consists of 

Bluetooth serial interface module and Bluetooth adapter 

such as:-  

1) Bluetooth serial interface module:- Industrial level:-

HC-03, HC-04 (HC-04-M, HC-04-5) 

2) Civil level:-HC-05-D, HC-05(HC-06-M, HC-06-5) HC-

05-D, HC-06-D (with base board, for test and 

evaluation) 

3) Bluetooth adapter:- HC-M4, HC-M6 For converting 

serial port to Bluetooth we use Bluetooth module. 

These Bluetooth modules have two types one is master 

and other is salver device. Which is basically introduces 

Bluetooth serial module. The device named after even 

number is defined to be master or salver when out of 

factory and cannot be changed to the other made. But 

for the device named after odd number. By AT 

commands users can set the work. Bluetooth serial 

module’s operation doesn’t need drive, and can 

communicate with the other Bluetooth device that has 

the serial. But communication between two Bluetooth 

modules requires at least two conditions:- 

4) The password must be correct. 

5) The communication must be between master and salve. 

When HC-03 and HC-05 are out of factory, one part of 

parameter are set for activating the device. The work 

mode is not set, since user can set the mode of HC-03, 

HC-05 as they want. 

Third one is Crystal circuit; this is used for 

changing the polarity of the battery. Crystal oscillators are 

oscillators where the primary frequency determining 

element is a quartz crystal. Because of the inherent 

characteristics of the quartz crystal the crystal oscillator may 

be held to extreme accuracy of frequency stability. 

Temperature compensation may be applied to crystal 

oscillators to improve thermal stability of the crystal 

oscillator.  

Crystal oscillators are usually, fixed frequency 

oscillators where stability and accuracy are the primary 

considerations. For example it is almost impossible to 

design a stable and accurate LC oscillator for the upper HF 

and higher frequencies without resorting to some sort of 

crystal control. Hence the reason for crystal oscillators.  

Here we used Arduino Microcontroller, this 

microcontroller is the latest version after the Duemilanove 

with an improved USB interface chip. Like the 

Duemilanove, it not only has an expanded shield header 

with a 3.3V reference and a RESET pin AND a 500mA fuse 

to protect your computer's USB port, but ALSO an 

automatic circuit to select USB or DC power without a 

jumper. 
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V. BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

In above block diagram there are input devices touch screen 

display having Bluetooth. In order to select a specific input 

device. We are using cell phone or touchpad device. The 

output of the touch screen is analog in nature, to digitalize 

these signals we are using in built 6 channels Analog to 

digital converter (ADC) AURDINO UNO ATMEGA 8 

microcontroller. On receiving the signal the microcontroller 

gives control signal to the motors through the control circuit. 

In this system, two D.C. Gear motor of 30rpm are used for 

controlling the two wheels of the chair independently. 

Bluetooth module is gives this command to micro controller. 

Microcontroller converts this command from analog to 

digital. And this signal controls the motor’s direction. In 

order to select a specific input device. We are using cell 

phone or touchpad device. The output of the touch screen is 

analog in nature, to digitalize these signals we are using in 

built 6 channels Analog to digital converter (ADC) 

AURDINO UNO ATMEGA 8 microcontroller. By 
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receiving the signal the microcontroller gives control signal 

to the motors through the control circuit. In this, two D.C. 

Gear motor of 30rpm are used for controlling the two 

wheels of the chair independently. Bluetooth module is 

gives this command to micro controller. Microcontroller 

converts this command from analog to digital. And this 

signal controls the motor’s direction. 

VI. RESULT: 

 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION: 

The design of wheel chair is specially made of disabled 

person. In the design of chair is very helpful to the various 

purposes. It is also minimizes the separate space occupied 

by individual components. All the requirements of a 

disabled person in a home fulfill the single design of chair. 

In the Bluetooth wheel chair is reduce the work of care 

takers and disabled person self-esteem is possible. 
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